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Larry U. sends rep to Boston Race
by Molly Wyman
and Mike Kdmonds,
Technical Advisor
Jerom e
Dreyton,
Frank
Shorter, Bill Rogers, Tony
Vernon . . . Tony Vernon? What
does Tony Vernon have to do with
the likes of Dreyton, Shorter and
Rogers? The Boston Marathon, of
course.
On April 15, 1978, three months
of training brought success for
Tony Vernon in his first
marathon. Not content with just
any race, Vernon chose to run in
America’s classic, the Boston. He
finished the 26 mile, 385 yard test
of endurance in three hours and
twelve minutes.
Over a million people thronged
the streets of Boston and its
suburbs this last Patriots Day to
watch the 7000 odd runners
compete in the American classic.
Yet Boston’s balmy weather
could not compare with the frigid
January temperatures in which
Vernon began his training in
Appleton.
Starting out at 6-8 miles daily,
Vernon gradually worked up to
13-35 miles a week before the
marathon. Incredibly, he did
most of his training in an old pair
of converse hightops. In addition
to his course load, he practiced
daily
with
the
Lawrence
University baseball team.
People showed “ derisio n”
when Vernon said he would en
ter—Afterward the comment was
“ I thought you were kidding.” He
chose to keep quiet about his
intentions and gave no official
explanation for the student loan
he took out to finance the trip. Yet
why would he choose to put
himself through the agony of
Boston?
Vernon saw his first marathon
while a freshman at Boston
College. He rem em bers the
runners crawling up “Heart
break H ill,” their faces “ so
tortured, yet so satisfied.” He
was “ sold right there” and
“knew I would run it someday.”
The atmosphere in Boston was
“ carnival- like” at the start.
Vernon found himself late for the
race and had to sprint to the
starting line. Even then, it was
fifteen minutes until he crossed it
because he was so far back in the
mass of runners.
The first three miles were
agonizing because of a knee in
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jury suffered earlier in the week.
He was going “too fast” at ten
miles, and feared he “wouldn’t
finish.” It was only at the half
way point, at Wellesley College,
that his “ aches and pains”
started to disappear.
A runner’s senses are “ sharp
but screwy” and Vernon recalls
“ smelling the perfume” of the
Wellesley College women lining
the streets. His legs hurt at
thirteen miles, and he used
“ disassociation” to dispel it—
recalling all his teachers since
grade school and picking out
qualities to describe them.
At the 20 mile mark most
marathoners experience what is
called “the wall.” At this point,
the body experiences over
whelming mental and physical
fatigue. Yet at 20 miles Vernon
knew that he would finish ; he felt
elation rather than fatigue.
He ran with a friend for the
first eight miles, but dropped
back when the pace became too
fast. He ran for a while with
seventy-year old John Kelly, a
veteran
of
fifty
Boston
M arathons who com plained
constantly about the crowds. But
Vernon thrived on the crowds,
who cheered and handed out
everything from Gatorade to
beer. The spectators were
sometimes unruly and yelled
false distances, but Vernon
depended on them as well as on
other runners.
Vernon was amazed at the
com radery am ongst would-be

RU N N ER Tony Vernon.
competitors. At one point he
tripped and "eight hands caught
me.” He was never more than
five yards from another runner

■Photo by D an McGeehee

hearing the others yell “don’t
stop . . . you can make it.”
The end “ seemed like it would
never come” and the signs were
“screwy” —he saw “three miles
left” over and over again. The
last six miles were “all emotion”
and it “meant so much to have all
that training work out.”
Vernon received his exact time
as he went through the finish line,
and went on to a reception in the
Prudential garage. It was a
strange celebration, offering
everything from beef stew, to
doctors, to vom it bins. But
Vernon “ felt good” and knew that
he had been “ready” for the race.
More than a few things make
Tony Vernon’s perform ance
unique. A baseball player, rather
than track star at heart, he at
tributes his success to a short yet
intense training period before the
race. He ate little and slept for
eight hours on a waterbed the
night before the marathon.
Some have called Vernon
crazy—training for three months
in the freezing cold with
inadequate shoes, and playing
baseball at the same time. Yet
Vernon looks upon Boston as
more of an adventure than a
sport and he plans to run it again
next year. He hopes to enter the
Chicago Marathon in September.

and, although everyone jostled
each other no one seemed to
mind. He recalls seeing one
runner resting at a mailbox and

Black Symposium all week long
by Dorian Gray Ross
Black Symposium Week ’78 will
begin tomorrow at 8:00 p.m.
This year’s theme centers on
Black American Music and it’s
various forms. Unbeknownst to
many, Black musicians made
their mark on many musical
idiom s, including Ja zz. This
week’s emphasis will be on the
diversity of form s
either
orginated or adopted by Blacks.
In addition to the m usical
presentations, Black Symposium
’78 will feature Black poetry, art
and dance.
Symposium ’78 will open with
the Richard Davis Trio featuring
Davis, Conseula Lee Morehead
and Wendall Bond.
Davis, “ a virtuoso of the Jazz
Bass,” has played with, among
others, Benny Goodman, the
Thad Jones-Mel Lewis Big Band,
and Barbara Streisand. He has
also served under the batons of
Igor Stravinsky and Leonard

LUCC Election Results
PRESIDENT
Scott M y e rs ......................................................... 463 votes
Benjamin Jackin sk y....................................................... 72
Stephen O u e lle tte ........................................................... 41

VICE-PRESIDENT
Barb Douglas.......................................................476 votes
Sean B oyle..................................................................... 100

JUDICIAL BOARD
Leslie M arch al.....................................................353 votes
Anne Rieselbach...........................................................352
Eric Y o u n g .....................................................................341
Bill Pearce.....................................................................316
Carol Rees..................................................................... 301
R alp h W e ik e l...............................................................289

Total Votes Cast.....................................................576

Bernstein. Davis teaches at UWMadison and specializes in Black
Music History, Jazz History and
m usical instruction for Jazz
Ensemble and Big Band.
He constantly strives to expand
awareness of all types of Black
American music.
The Davis Trio will present a
lecture-demonstration and clinic
at 2:00 p.m. and a concert at 8:30
p.m., both on Saturday, April 29
in Harper Hall. The clinic is free
and admission for the concert is
$1.50 for students and $2.00 for all
others.
This y e a r’s Sym posium is
being bolstered by the con
tributions of the Conservatory of
Music. Professor Marge Irvin
has co-ordinated a recital of
works
by
Black-American
composers and poets. This recital
features a brass quintet, Jazz
ensem ble,
a
song
cycle,
spirituals, a violin-piano duet,

and piano works, all performed
by music students.
This recital begins at 8:00 p.m.
in Harper Hall and is free to the
public.
Friday, May 6 , a “ Black Ex
tra v a g a n za ” w ill feature a
collage of black music forms,
poetry, dancing, and will be
capped by a full-length play.
The play, Ben C ald w e ll’s
“Prayer Meeting or the First
Militant Minister” deals with a
black minister and a burglr./.
This play is directed by Steve
Johnson, ’81 and Cecile Brown,
’79. The cast consists of Jerry
Williams, ’81 and Rick Roberson.
This event will be presented in
Stansbury Theater at 8:00 p.m.
Admission is free but donations
would be appreciated.
Symposium ’78 will climax with
an all-school dance on Saturday
The Mutha Rhythm Band will
perform in Riverview Lounge.

Former L.U. professor honored
F.
Theodore Cloak, Appleton, from which Katherine Hepburn,
the Evangeline H. Bergstrom Jane Wyatt, Betty Field and
Professor of Theatre and Drama others have gone to Broadway.
at Lawrence University until his
During his 40 years with the
retirement in 1969, was the 1978 Lawrence theatre department,
recipient of the Annual Award Goak directed nearly 100 fullfrom the Wisconsin Theatre length
plays.
After
his
Association.
“retirement” in 1969 he was
□oak received the award for named chairman of the Fresh
his “outstanding contributions to m an Studies and Topics of
Wisconsin the atre ” at the Inquiry program at Lawrence.
association’s annual convention. In 1971-72 he served as the
The
form er
Lawrence director of Lawrence’s London
professor was the recipient of Program.
three Rockefeller grants, was the
He currently serves as the
visiting director at the Nor president of the O utagam ie
thwestern Theatre for three County Chapter of the American
summer. He also was the found Cancer Society and is working
er. A director for 11 seasons of the with individual pupils from the
Berkshire Playhouse D ram a
American Can Co. and Lawrence
School in Stockbridge, Mass., University.

Dejected
Exhibit
Rejects
A photography exhibit by
Lawrence University students
Jam es Hoskins and D aniel
McGehee will be on display May 1
to 14 in Lawrence’s Seeley G.
Mudd Library. Approximately 15
to 20 prints will be exhibited by
each student.
Hoskins,
a senior
from
Columbus, Oh., and McGehee, a
sophomore from Iowa City, la.,
are co-photography editors of the
school
newspaper,
The
Law rentian. D uring the year
they have taken nearly 2,000
pictures, many of which were
never printed in the newspaper.
Hoskins and McGehee will share
some of their favorites with the
community in their show, entitled
“ Situations and Impressions—
Three Terms of 'L a w re n tia n ’
Rejects.”
The exhibit is financed in part
by a grant from the Ex
perim ental Projects Grants
Committee at Lawrence, and is
open to the public free of charge.
The library is open from 8 a.m. to
10 p.m., Fridays; 10 a.m. to 5
p.m., Saturdays; and 12:30 p.m.
to midnight, Sundays.
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Slandered by Landers: ‘anything’s possible’
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Editor’s 'Note
Is LUCC Obsolete?
With spring finally assuming an air of permanence, LUCC
made some appropriate gestures of rejuvenation. On Monday
they began formal debate on adoption of a new Constitution
and on Wednesday the community elected new leaders.
It was exactly ten years ago that LUCC became the
governing body of the community. In the course of its second
meeting LUCC abolished the hours in upperclass women’s
dorms, dismantled the standing Homecoming committee and
approved legislation concerning demonstrations.
Monday’s debate focused primarily on a clause which
would have required all LUCC candidates to attend in
formational sessions on LUCC procedure. The aim of this
clause is to create the most efficient leadership possible.
Objections to the clause, which was eventually deleted, were
not directed at the goal but at the means for achieving it.
Much to the chagrin of the drafters of the new Con
stitution, the clause met with concentrated opposition. Did
Thomas Jefferson grumble in Philadelphia?
A broader objection which might have been raised is the
LUCC has become more concerned with internal
organizational operations than with the action it generates
outside the Council. Is this because there are no pressing
issues for LUCC to deal with at the moment or is it the LUCC
has already accomplished as much as it can without over
stepping the limits of its power?

by Evie Jones
On April 7 a letter appeared in
Ann
L ande r’s
syndicated
newspaper colum n from a
“junior at Lawrence College.”
The junior requested that Lan
ders “ kindly jot down about 1,000
words on the most common
marital problems of our time.”
The jun ior in the letter
repeatedly referred to Landers
as a mother-figure and concluded
the letter with a plea to rush the
information to “ save my life,
Mother.”
Lander’s reply emphasized the
fact that she was not the junior’s
mother and explained that she
received dozens of sim ilar
requests from college students
every year. She refused to supply
the research, saying “ Sorry,
Buster, I ’ve got all I can handle
doing my own (work). Go to the
library and start digging.”
The
widely-read
colum n
spurred several responses. A
woman sent President Smith a

number of articles hoping that
the information would reach the
“ ju n io r .”
The
Law rentian
received a letter from a member
of the class of 1930 who was
“ greatly
shocked
that
a
Lawrence
jun ior,
or
any
Lawrence student, would have
the nerve to ask Ann Landers to
do his term paper preparation.”
The alumnae questioned the
caliber of present Lawrence
students and suggested that
alumni should stop providing
funds for a college which accepts
students of “that type.” She
hoped that professors would
grade the student “d or lower.”
Ester’s letter stated that while
he
“ c a n ’t
knock
haying
Lawrence’s name appear in a
column as widely read as yours”
the letter, nevertheless, portrays
Lawrence students in an infavorable light.
Ester pointed out that the odds
were “ about a million to one
against a Lawrence jun ior

referring to the institution as
‘Lawrence College’ . . . Our name
has been Lawrence University
since 1964.”
Ester insinuated that the use of
the name “ Lawrence College”
led m any to suspect the
authenticity of the letter. He
finished his letter, commenting
“ I know there’s a lag between
receipt of letters and publication.
But 14 years?”
The personal reply Ester
received this week was in the
same vein as most of Lander’s
public correspondence. She
asked Ester not to be “em 
barrassed” by the junior because
he was “ pretty sm art” to try to
get help from her.
She addressed the authenticity
problem by saying “ If the letter
was a put-on, the fellow went to
considerable trouble, since the
postmark was legit. However, in
this world of strange happenings,
anything is possible.”

LETTERS
C’mon Seniors, lets get party plans moving

Edltor-in-Chie!........................................................................Vanessa Jones
Co-News-Editors................................................Lea Sitton, Molly Wyman
Arts E d it o r ........................................................................... Dorian G. Ross
Student Activities Editors.............................. Pam Marshak, Marcia Jaffe

To The Editor:
I would like to direct the
following letter to the Senior
Class
SENIORS! You might be in
terested in knowing that the
senior activities during com
mencement weekend (e.g. the
senior graduation party) is not
funded by the University. Con
sequently, if the Senior class
wants to have a graduation party,
they must raise the money.
The senior graduation com
m ittee has begun this fund
raising process by scheduling the
film “ Dr. Strangelove” , which
was shown this past Wednesday.

Business Manager...........................................................Eric Young
Co-Sports Editors.................................... Larry Dom ash, "O u tla w ”
Production Editor....................................................Susan Chandler
Photo Editors...................................Chet Hoskins, Dan McGeeHee

Golden Agers express appreciation

A dvertising M anager......................................................Ron Lam berton

Columnists....................................................... Dave Ehrich, Fafner
Dave McColgin, Student Activists on
Food and Population
Reporters: Don Arnosti, Hugh Balsam, Dave Becker, Jim Bruno, Lisa
Brady, Tom Conway, John Chambers, David Renier, Julie Jansen, Lisa
Kittner, Jan e Korducke, Rick Lane. Karen Larkins. Sylvia Longe,
Michelle Maturen, Frank Massey, Phil Polk, Anne Rieselbach, Michael
Updike, Raulph Weikel, Jeffrey Wisser, Jeff Hawley

Photographers......................................................... Earl Fredricks,
Pete Lane
Circulation M anager..................................................................Terry Smith

Lay-Out

...................................... Amy Bell, Cathy Coates,
Ellen Cordes Carol Snook, Peggy Zola

Ode to the Senior Class: Part I
by Lord Ports mith
I sit and wonder where will I go.
Doctor, Lawyer, or act in a show.
Medicine is interesting, law might be great
Before it’s too late, must mold my own fate.
Zoo keeper, wine taster, travel afar,
or am I destined for a businessman’s bar?
Independent! That’s me, under Nobody’s thumb.
I ’ll do what I want and not be a scum.
Yeah, I ’ll do what I want, tell them what to do.
The place will jump, whenever I say BOO.
Excellent! Impressive! Brilliant! Not a clown.
When I walk in, they’ll all turn around
But, then why do I sit with seven letters saying “sorry” ?
0 yeah, I forgot, I ’ll join that safari.
I ’ll settle for less, for two years only.
I ’m principled though, I ’ll not be a phoney.

Lawrentian Business Manager
needed second term next year

Dear Editors:
As in the past, the Theatre
Department has again this year
invited the Senior Citizens of
Appleton to many of the dress
rehearsals of their productions.
They included “The Cocktail
P a r ty ” , “ Christm as C aro l” ,
“The Marriage of Figaro” , the
Dance Review and “Together
with Stephen Sondheim” . (The
Attic Theatre, Fox Valley
Symphony, and Ken Anderson of
University Extension have also
kindly
extended
such
in 

In addition, C E L E B R A T E !
booths, which include a dunking
tank, a cakewalk, and a jailhouse
are in the planning stages for
May 14th, along with a car wash
for May 19th.
However, the committee can
not plan, organize, and carry out
all these events by themselves.
Your help is needed on the
following activities: An organizer
and workers are needed to man
the dunking tank and the
jailhouse at C E L E B R A T E !
Maud Bentley is looking for
workers for the cakewalk—if
interested, contact her at ext. 334.

vitations).
I passed this information on to
the Golden Agers at the Neola
Thompson Club House on North
Appleton Street, and A A RP
which meets twice monthly at
First
English
Lutheran
Fellowship Hall on North Drew
Street, and to the Senior Citizens
of the YMCA through Dorothy
Graupm an, former Lawrence
employee.
Bill
Storey,
Lawrence’s classical guitarist,
also performed at the Golden Age

An organizer and workers are
needed for the car wash.
If you are able to spare an hour
of your time to work on any of
these events, contact me (Sally
Kienker) at ext. 304. Please
consider the fact that if these
fund raising activities do not take
place, the senior graduation
party will be cancelled.
Many people have expressed
concern about the plans for
commencement—now it is time
for some commitment.
Sincerely,
SALLY K IE N K E R , Chairperson
1978 Senior Graduation
Committee

Club this month.
I wanted to express in this way
appreciation on behalf of the
Senior Citizens from these three
groups to the various directors
and all the students involved in
these productions. They have all
been much enjoyed and havé
created very w arm feelings
towards the Law rence com 
munity.
C L IF F M EYER
Business Office

Siblings weekend pulls through
Dear Lawrence Community,
Despite numerous financial
and administrative difficulties,
Siblings’ Weekend is still on for
May 13. For those of you who
were not here last year, Siblings’
Weekend is a weekend set aside
for siblings to experience life on
the Lawrence campus. We have
been planning special activities
which will cater to siblings of all
ages. It was a tremendous suc
cess last year, and we hope that
this year it will be even better.

We would like to thank Dan
Taylor, Chuck Lauter, Dave
Meader, Rik Warch, Sherwin
Howard, Tom Lonnquist, and Bill
Fortune for all their help in
making this weekend possible.
Siblings’ Weekend is only two
weeks away, and we could use
lots of help. If you want to enjoy
the weekend, contribute your
time, energy and ideas.
The Siblings’ Weekend
Committee, contact
Jayne Rohlke, Ext. 303

Lee Ester
on
Newspaper Writing

May 2, 4:30p.m.
Lawrentian Office
For those who are mildly
or wildy interested

Minneapolis anyone?
by Dorian Gray Ross
Join the LU Opera Society as
they “ wheel” to the Twin Cities of
Minnesota for a “ Weekend of
( ulture” . The trip, sponsored by
the LUOS, will enable I^awrentians to enjoy a weekend of
culture, leisure, or both in one of
the country’s most “highly rated
medium cities ’: Minneapolis,
Mn.
The Twin Cities boasts the
Guthrie Theatre, Minnesota
Orchestra Hall, the St. Paul Civic

Center, The Minneapolis Art
Museum, Walker Art College,
Little Children’s Theatre, and a
bevy of interesting sites.
May 19 21 is the designated
weekend for this cultural visit
and (of special interest to Opera
enthusiasts) the M etropolitan
Opera Touring Company will be
perform ing “ Rigoletto, Don
Giovanni, and M adam e B ut
terfly” during that time. (Note:
these
performances
are
presently sold-out, but there are

always many cancellations).
The complete fare for this visit
is only $19.00 round-trip on a
chartered coach bus. (Greyhound
list price is $38.95). For further
information, students are en
couraged to attend a meeting on
Tuesday, May 2, at 7:30 p.m in
the Conservatory Lounge. AH
students are welcome. If there
are additional questions, contact
Dorian Gray Ross at extensions
395, 638, or 639. Minneapolis or
bust! Hope to see you there.
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Five senior art shows scheduled this spring

K ATH Y M IT C H ELL

—Photo by Anne Rieselbach

Kathy Mitchell displays her artwork
by Anne Rieselbach
This Sunday marks the opening
of the second in the series of
senior art shows. The work of
Kathy Mitchell will be on display
through May 6th and features
drawings, paintings, ceramics,
photographs, and prints which
include etchings, engravings, and
lithographs.
A student-designed Art-Biology
major planning to do work in
medical illustration, Kathy came
to Lawrence with the intention of
combining art with a more
‘traditional’ academic discipline.
She had always been interested in
biology and felt that a liberal arts
college would offer a chance to
combine the two.
One of the reasons Kathy came
to Lawrence was the opportunity
to create a student-designed
m ajor. Aided by Professors
Trufant and LaMarca, she set up
the biology courses she felt would
be useful and interesting. The
combination of studio and lab
hours have been a problem for
Kathy since both demand a large
amount of time. She admitted, “ I
never thought that I would say
four years at college isn’t enough,
but I know that there are
things 1 would like to have done
here.”
Last F a ll Kathy observed
surgery at Appleton Memorial
Hospital for a few weeks, an
experience that renewed her
interest in medical illustration.
She also took a combined ArtBiology tutorial under the
supervision of Professors Thrall
and Egan. Out of the tutorial
came a number of biological
illustrations of slugs and various
other invertebrates.
Kathy makes an anatomical
rendering as realistic as possible
while still creating an aesthetic
design. She believes the value of
drawing anatomical sections as
opposed to photographing them is
that the eye can isolate details
that the camera cannot.
K a th y ’s photographic style
shows an approach from an
artistic point of view. In what
m ay seem a reversal of
traditional aims, Kathy searches

Come See Bob, Harold and
Sharon at

CAMPUS
Barbershop
129 N. Durkee St.
at Washington
Call for an Appointment

739-1805

for
‘c re a tiv e ’
scenes
in
photography as opposed to the
specificity of her drawing. The
important issues in photographic
style, she feels, are the same as
those in draw ing; “ y ou’re
working with the same elements
of design and the same problems
of composition.”
Kathy’s show features work
done during the past four years,
some so recent that they will still
be wet on Sunday. The drawings
done during
life
draw ing
sessions
are
not
ana
tomical in a strict sense but
have a flowing rhythmic quality
beyond a simple reproduction of
the human form.
The most recent paintings are a
radical departure from most of
Kathy’s work. One day a friend
pointed out that when turned
sideways, her accurate drawings
of slug anatomical structure
resembled a sort of Tolkienesaue
landscape. This ‘new’ way of
seeing has led Kathy to look at
some of her work in a different
light and has inspired a series of
pastel-colored fantasy la n d 
scapes of abstracted anatomical
forms.
Kathy worked on “mastering”
the pencil before branching out
into different things; at this point
she can handle a number of
mediums well, but feels that her
style is developing and changing
and so by no means is set.
“ Getting in side” a subject
(figuratively as well as literally)
is increasingly im portant to
Kathy and she feels that “there
can be more to art than just
representing what is in front of
me.”
Uniquely, Kathy has combined
the more technical aspects of
biological illustra tio n with a
personal style which looks in
creasingly inward. And, in so
doing, she is accomplishing her
goal of using art as a tool of
com m unication beyond self
expression.

by Anne Rieselbach
This spring there will be five
senior art shows at Worcester Art
Center featuring the work of
senior artists Jim Jacobs, Kathy
M itchell, Kreg Scully, Sue
Teumer, Leslie Farw ell and
Holly Goss.
During the past week, pain
tings, sculpture and ceramics
created by Jim Jacobs have been
on display at Worcester Art
Center. “Jake,” a biology major,
has done work in sculpture and
ceramics but has concentrated on
drawing and painting under the
instruction of Professors Riter
and Thrall.
When he first cam e to
Lawrence, Jake intended to use
his botany-centered biology
major as preparation for a career
in forestry. The strong influence
of government and big business
behind the forestry service has
discouraged Jake. He favors
small co-operative organizations
that get away from an intense
focus on profit making.
To Jake, biology and art are
closely related. He believes that
“ art is a science and science is
an art.” Lawrence’s wide course
offerings allow you to take ad
vantage of pursuing your own
intellectual interests.
This opportunity to combine art
and biology is essential for Jake
who doesn’t “see how anyone can
get through life without studying
biology” , because it influences a
person’s way of life in that “ it
gets beneath the surface of the
physical world and breaks it

J IM JA COBS

WRAP IT UP?
Ye«, sir! Gift wrapping is one of
the free services at Pah-low’s.
For 15 years we’ve been selling
luggage, leather goods and gifts
in this area. And, we still believe
in pampering our customers .. .
we love all of you!

down into its cellular form and
Beneath and slightly to the left
allows a greater feeling for the of the High Cliff painting is a
interactivity of all things.”
com pletely different type of
Jake
portrays
m ultiple painting, both in color and mood.
viewpoints and constant changes The “ First Day of Winter” is an
in any given subject. Many a bstract, geom etrical scene
paintings are filled with “un painted in long strokes of dark
conscious” influences for people brown highlighted by occasional!
to interpret on their own and are sweeps of white and gold. The
a com bination of different scene, one of two Jake painted
elements, “ some things because the night of the first snowfall,
they look good,” and “some captures its bleak cold and
things that are feelings.” Most glistening snow.
compositions are created from
Jake sees his art as a continual,
ideas in his head, not sketches
built-up process of style. He has
and some are “just an action.”
been influenced strongly by his
Playing with color and texture
friends, in p a rticu lar Kreg
fits into this last category, and Scully, and has the overall im 
the different possibilities range
pression that “art is coming up in
from dripping and smearing
the school.” As for himself, Jake
color to dancing on a canvas and
could see making a career out of
gessoing on wood chips for tex
art and while he is working gets
ture.
“incredible ideas about what I
The viewer is immediately could do.”
struck by Jake’s use of colors.
One of the hardest things for
Canvasses vary from muted
him to do is to sell his paintings;
browns to multi-colored ex each has a story behind it and
plosions of vivid hues. Jake ex
means something special to him.
plained that his color choices
This specialness is found in all
“depend on what is around,” and
art. Some people think that the
further elaborated that he may
artist sits down and tries to make
use some colors for a long time
a statement but, according to
and then want to change to an
Jake, this is not central to the
entirely new scheme, depending
artistic creation.
on the mood he is trying to create.
It doesn’t matter if a work is
The work displayed spans a
not as pretty as a Matisse or
wide time range, the earliest
lacks the style of a Picasso; a
being a rain-soaked camping
work of art is beautiful as an
scene with melancholy figures
expression of self. Some of the
receeding into a misty forest. most beautiful works of art,
Another earlier painting of High
Jacobs believes, are created by
Cliff is done in a brightly colored,
two and three year old children
com paratively realistic style scribbling.
worked from a pastel sketch.

—Photo by Anne Rieselbach

P iz z a

P a la c e
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No heaven on the seventh
by Jeff Hawley
Renovate Main Hall? Restore
Brokaw? If there’s going to be
any renovating of buildings on
this campus, it should begin with
Kohler!
Kohler is c ru m b ling . Yes.
That’s right. Kohler Hall, the
former Virgin Tower and socalled Holiday Inn of Lawrence,
(Completely furnished with a sun
roof, elevator, and sinks in the
room to boot) is now the plight of
this campus. After only ten years
of existence, a very noticeable
crack is separating rooms 704
and 705 on the seventh floor.
The crack is two yards long, (it
creeps back into student Paul
Schwab’s closet) .04 mm wide,
and nearly three inches deep.
Schwab reportedly can see Rick
Lane’s Penthouse resting against
his trusty magazine rack by
“peeking” through the crack.
Schwab is currently suffering
from a stiff neck and a sore back.
There are many reasons for the
crack. Professor No-Mind, of the
Physics Department, offers this
theory. “ At first I thought either
the big-bang or dark hole theory
caused the crack. But after
careful observation and close
collaboration
with
my
colleagues, I realized it had to be
something different. Of course
everyone knows Kohler Hall is
the third largest skyscraper in
Appleton. On windy days, the
building c a n ’t help but sway
back and forth. Perhaps it
swayed one too many times and
cracked.”
In all likelihood, however, the
crack can be attributed to poor
building techniques. The builders
who were contracted by the
university, the Flyaway-By-Nite
Building Brothers of the Greater
Oshkosh Area, have recently
gone out of business. The owner

of the company, Mr. Charles
Mixer, is wanted by the police for
attempted armed robbery of an
art supply store in Neenah. Mixer
is reportedly hiding in Cuba.
Rick Lane, a student in room
705, thinks otherwise. “ The
university is covering up for a
severe accident which occurred
over spring break. I heard a
rumor the other day that on
March 22nd, a low flying Air
Wisconsin Jet, flying direct from
Sheboygan to K im berly, a c 
cidentally scraped the top of the
dorm. The pilot apparently failed
to see Kohler because of its
burned-out tower lights. That
accident could have easily have
caused the crack.”
It was learned yesterday,
however, that when they first
built Kohler, the builders decided
they needed a vacation after they
completed the 6th floor. The 7th
floor was supposedly finished by
Ed Borski and his crew. But
Borski’s men can’t tell the dif
ference between plaster-of-paris
and cement so they used plasterof-paris to finish the floor.
Lane says, “ I suppose it works
just as good as cement but one
thing’s for sure, the chicken wire
is already rusting.”
Borski refused to comment on
the situation at this time because
no Lawrentian reporter could
find him.
One thing is for sure, however,
the crack is here to stay. No can
of paint is going to hide that baby.
And unless the university begins
renovation immediately, it could
creep down to sixth floor by
mid-terms.
Schwab and Lane are already
beginning to worry. By the end of
the year, they could end up as
roommates. As Schwab says,
“ Yeah, right now I ’m scared
shitless.”
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Reviews . . . Reviews . . .
“The Last Waltz” of The Band released
On Thanksgiving night of 1976
The Band, five Canadian
musicians who had recorded with
some of the biggest names in
popular music, organized one last
performance with the help of
their musician friends. From this
final appearance has come “The
Last Waltz,” a much-anticipated
recording which proves well
worth the wait.
The album captures The Band
at their energetic best, displaying
more diversity and generating
more excitement than any
preceding Band lp. They display
greater power than ever on their
own standards, including “The
Night They Drove Old Dixie
Down,” “The Weight,” and “ Up
on Cripple Creek,” as well as on
the numbers featuring their
many guests.
Indeed the guest list is lengthy,
including nearly every performer
with whom the group crossed
paths during their lengthy
existence. The list includes
Ronnie Hawkins (with whom

DPMT-A-PAD
IlL m
M V /H n

WEEKEND SPECIAL
$19-95/8' Mile

on|Y

GREEK TRADITION

fo r y o u r d in in g p le a s u r e .

Rent a New Ford As Low As:
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Call for Special Holiday Rates ami For Reservations:
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See Ralph Weickel, Ext. 331

10C to *2.00
or Trade 2 for 1

Hours:
M on., -Sat.
9:30a.m. -5:30p.m.

fit #4

Souvlakia— Skewered Lam b serv
ed with rice p ila f, salad, Greek

YA’SOUI
(Welcome)

Everything From Pintos to 12 Pass' Wagons

bread and coffee.
^

Your Student Rep. Co-Op

. . . All Categories

Released” with Band keyboar
dist Richard Manuel and Dylan
leading and entire cast backing
them up, is particularly rousing
A lthough
this
incredible
assemblage does little to erase
the
self-cast
shadow
of
anonym ity w hich surrounded
in d iv id u al
Band
members
M anuel, Robbie Robertson,
Garth Hudson, Levon Helm and
Rick Danko throughout their life
as The Band, recently initiated
solo careers as well as a newly
released film of “ The Last
W a ltz,” directed by Martin
Scorse (“ Mean Streets,” “Taxi
Driver,” “ Alice Doesn’t Live
Here Anymore,” “ New York,
New York” ), may help dispel
this.
Indeed The Band has split to
pursue solo careers. But with the
release of “The Last Waltz,”
their finest recording ever and
climactic on stage finale as a
group, they have left a fitting
eulogy.
—RUSSELL KUNKEL

S e r v in g th e F in e s t in

Including 200 FR EE miles.
milei
Pick up Friday noon, drop
off Monday at 9 a.m.

Dave Brantmeier or Tex Harding - 731-5211
333 W. Northland Ave.
Appleton, W I 54911
734-8908

they began in the early 60’s), Bob
Dylan, Van Morrison, Dr. John,
Eric Clapton, Ringo Starr, Joni
Mitchell, Neil Young, Muddy
Waters, Paul Butterfield, Neil
Diamond, and Emmylou Harris.
To play respectably behind such
assorted musical styles seems an
insurmountable task; The Band
proves more than equal to the
challenge on “The Last Waltz.”
In fact several of the guestBand numbers highlight the
three-record set. Neil Young’s
“ Helpless,” with harmony vocals
saddened by Joni Mitchell is
moving. Ms. Mitchell herself
adds a nice touch with “Coyote,”
as do Muddy Waters, singing
“ Manish Boy” and Eric Clapton
on “ Further on up the Road.”
Bob Dylan’s set; which features
“ Baby Let Me Follow You
Down,” “ Forever Young” and “ I
Don’t Believe You,” may well be
the best live music he has ever
recorded. The concert's grand
finale, a rendition of “ I Shall Be

Gyros— Pita
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Celebrate!: ‘to have a con vivai good time’
Celebrate: v.t.: 1. to perform
(a ritual, etc.) publicly or for
mally. 2 . to commemorate (an
anniversary, holiday, etc.) with
ceremony and festivity. 3. to
proclaim 4. to honor or praise
publicly v.i. 1. to observe a
holiday, anniversary, etc. with
festivities. 2 . (colloq) to have a
convivial good time (Webster’s
New World Dictionary).
No single definition can en
compass all that CELEBRATE!
’78, scheduled for the Lawrence
University campus green Sun

day,
May
14,
will
be.
CELEB RA T E! ’78 promises to be
all that is included in Webster’s
dictionary definition, but it also
will be: thousands of people,
young and old, couples, singles
and families, out for a day of fun;
a sea of enticing aromas span
ning the olfactory spectrum from
exotically foreign scents to the
domestic fragrance of a car
nival’s cotton candy; colorful
splashes of flowers; a wandering
balloon; a clown, or two, or
twenty.

It will also be a human
backgammon game played at the
base of Union Hill; jazz; m ar
ching bands, rock ’n roll,
bluegrass and calliope tunes;
rides for the reckless and the notquite-so-reckless; a multitude of
craftsmen, and a large display
area featuring area painters,
potters and photographers.
And to satisfy the appetites and
thirsts of C E L E B R A T E ! ’78
visitors, a wide variety of ethnic,
foreign and traditional food and
beverages will be available.

WLFM faces additional fees next year
by Jeff Hawley
WLFM may have to pay some
additional fees next year. For the
first tim e since 1909 the
Copyright law has been updated.
In the past, non - commercial
radio stations did not pay
licensing fees for airing com
mercial music. Now non - profit
stations, like WLFM, a required
by Congress to pay royalties for
all licensed music played.
Of the three licensing cor
porations, only SESAC (Society
of European State Authors and
Composers) has sent WLFM a
contract. Fees will be paid on the
basis of a contract sent out once
every five years.
The contract sent to WLFM

requires them to pay ninety
dollars per year until 1982. The
fee of ninety dollars is based
primarily on W LFM ’s market
size.
General Manager of WLFM
Larry Page, however, has
ignored the contract. Presently,
attorneys for NPR (National
Public Radio) are negotiating
with Congress to work out a
blanket fee for university radio
stations.
According to Page, in the past
non - commercial radio stations
were technically required to pay
royalties but the rule was never
enforced and its interpretations
were hazy. In fact, nearly all

226 E. College Ave.
739-1223

Receipt Necessary

Fr.

Terry V-neck Shirt, white with collar trim,
Great for summer, if summer ever comes . . .
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Wouldn 'tyou like to be in a

Talent Show?
Sibling’s Weekend - SATURDAY, MAY 13
All Faculty and students are encouraged to participate
For any information contact: Jayne Rohlke, 213 Plantz, ext. 303 or Walter

deutsch, 322 Plant*, e*t. 307 or Rick Young, 411 Trever, e*t. 320.
If you have an act you would like to perform, fill out bottom section and mail to either committee head.

Proposed act (in detail)
No. of Contestants
Name
_______________________________________________ J

Soph.

Jr.

Sr.

--- Comedy

____ Musical

--- X-Rated

____ Proletarian Liberation

--- Historical

____ Documentaries

____ Suspense

____ Rock
.Classics

4. Circle the films you would like to see at Lawrence.
Suggestions may be written at the bottom.
Taxi Driver
Help
Goodbye Girl
Stardust
Casablanca
Play It Again Sam
Day o f the Jackal
Nicholas & Alexandra
Dirty Harry
James Bond Flicks
Catch-22
Cabaret
W h o ’s Afraid of Virginia
W oolf?
Cousin Cousine
Tom Jones
The Fixer
Papillon
Straw Dogs

Becket
One Day in the Life o f Ivan
Denisovich
Bogey Flicks
Slaughterhouse 5
To Catch a Thief
Little Big Man
One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s
Nest
Missouri Breaks
Woody Allen Flicks
Lenin In Love
The Bridge on the River Kawi
Grateful Dead
Diary of a Mad Housewife
To Kill a Mockingbird
The 12 Chairs (Mel Brooks)
The Mouse That Roared
Fantasia (Animation)
Jonah W ill be 25 in the
Year 2000
Marx Brothers
Scruggs, His Family & Friends
Blazing Saddles
Alice Doesn’t Live Here
Anymore
Potemkin
Slapshot
Romeo & Juliet
Gidget Goes Communist
The Emmigrants
Easy Rider
Rolling Stones
Oh, God

Please return to envelopes in Residence Halls.

New CampusWear:

______________________ __________

2. Class? (Circle one)

3. What type of films would you go to see?

Best N.Y. Erotic Film
Festival
Stalin Knows Best
Night of the Living Dead
Obsession
Woodstock
The Sting
Murder by Death
Last Picture Show

After that date, save your books from
all terms for Finals Week and ogr
Buyback.

Ext

1. How many campus films do you attend per year?____

Dance of Ecstacy
The Lion in Winter
Taming o f the Shrew
Psycho

Last Day for Refunds:

V

We the People’s Film Committee would like to
discern the will of the people. Assist us by filling out
this survey.

.Adventure

educational stations ignored the
rule.
Radio stations are not the only
ones who will be required to pay
for the use of licensed music.
Other areas will include the
Music and Theatre departments,
film series, and live per
formances.
All three licensing corporations
(Broadcast
Music,
Inc.,
American Society of Authors and
Publishers, and SESAC) plan to
bill the university president’s
office directly for all fees related
to the use of licensed music.
In the mean time, Page says
“we’re sitting tight. Hopefully by
this summer the blanket fee will
be worked out.”

C O N K E Y 'S

May 6th —

COMRADES:
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Lecture series on Justice begins
by Judy Ingersoll
The first lecture of the Spring
Humanities Institute on Justice
was held Tuesday, April 25 at
7:30 p.m. in Room 201 of
Stephenson Hall. The lecture,
“ The Problem of Justice as It
Appears in Book I of The
R ep ub lic ,” by U niversity of
Chicago
Professor
of
Humanities, Herman Sinaiko, was
the first of the nine week series.
The series, composed of eight
discussions sessions and three
public lectures for the out-of
school public, began on March 30
and will continue through May 25.
The Institute is sponsored by
Lawrence
U niversity,
the
Wisconsin H um anities Com 
m ittee and, u ltim a te ly , the
National Endowment for the
H um anities. The WHC a p 
proached the university last
summer with the intention of
sponsoring a discussion and
lecture program dealing with
conflict and change in the
dem ocratic process. Michael
Sherman, assistant professor of
hum anities and history and
Mojmir Povolny, professor of
government, felt that the best
way for Lawrence to utilize the
grant would be to take courses
already being taught at the
university and fit them into the
WHC guidelines. Law rence’s
h u m a n itie s’ course, The In 
dividual and Authority, and the
freshman seminar on Justice,
were described in a proposal to
the WHC; the result was the
funding of two institutes to be

held winter and spring terms.
Justice, as conceptualized by
writers through the ages, will be
explored this term; discussion
and lecture topics will range
from the relationship between
philosophy and politics to the role
of the Supreme Court in
A m erican governm ent. Non
students interested in p a r
ticip ating in the discussion
sessions led by Sherman and
Povolny on Thursdays, 7-9 p.m.,
in Room 277 of Main Hall, should
register for the Institute by
contacting
Sherm an
at
Lawrence. There is a $10
registration fee to help defray
some of the costs of the program.
Although
the
discussion
sessions are limited to those who
register, the lectures are free and
open to the public. The second
lecture, on the Supreme Court
and the American Constitution,
will be given by Professor Minoo
A denw alla,
departm ent
of
governm ent
and
history;
Assistant Professor R ichard
Yatzeck, department of Slavic
languages and literature, will
speak on Dostoevsky’s Crime and
Punishment for the final lecture.
Ten people are currently
enrolled in the Institute, which
can accommodate thirty to forty
people. Sherman explained that
the major difficulties involved in
an adult education program are
finding enough people who have
time to participate fully and
structuring the series so that it is
managable for those who work
during the day.

BABCOCK AWARD
Choose an outstanding administrator, faculty member,
alum or other “ friend” of the LU community. Elections for the
Babcock Award will be held Monday, May 1, in Downer and
Colman, 11:30-1:30. Candidates include Dan Taylor, Dean
Lauter, “ Doc” Maravolo, Ardys Kurey, and Mojimir Povolny.
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Would You Like Transportation
to Highcliff, Madison Library,
or Any Destination?
Let the Co-op rent a van or car for you. Just have a
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old driver. Price will be determined by the length o f
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Ralph at Ext. 331, or Inlie Vandeburg
during Co-op Office Hours

However, the responses of the
participants in last term ’s In
stitute prove that these dif
ficulties have been easily
overcome. One p a rticip ant
commented that he “hadn’t spent
his time so profitably in a long
time.” On the other side of the
podium, the professors found it
“ refreshing to teach adults.”
Sherman gave an example of the
way in which adult experiences
can enhance the educational
process. During a discussion on
the various definitions of justice
cited in The Republic, one man
observed that those same
definitions continue to be valid in
the workings of his city council.
Another exciting aspect of the
program is the diversity of the
participants. They range in age
from twenty-five to sixty-five,
and
in
occupation
from
businessmen to housewives.
Sherman feels that this program
allows “ Lawrence to do what it
can do best;” it allows non
students from the Fox Valley
area to take advantage of
L aw rence
U n iv e r s ity ’s
educational offerings. It is hop
ed programs such as these will
continue to improve relations
between the University and the
community. In fact, the Institutes
have worked out so well, that
Associate Professor of Religion,
John Stanley, hopes to be able to
offer a program which would
“open up” subjects for future
Institutes; next year’s program,
should it evolve, will deal with the
controversial topic of medical
ethics.

State galleries exhibit
art profs’ work
Work of two Lawrence art
professors is on display at
galleries throughout the state this
month.
A one-man show of prints by
Arthur Thrall was displayed at
the Crossman Gallery of the
U niversity
of
WisconsinWhitewater during the first three
weeks of the month. The exhibit
included approximately 40 prints
by the Appleton artist, who
recently was notified that he will
be included in the 40th edition of
M arquis
“ W ho’s
Who . in
America” to be published in
June.
Jewelry and metalwork by
Dane Purdo is included in two
invitational exhibits. His work is
part of the Fox Valley Jewelers
and M etalsm ith exhibit on
display at the Reeve Gallery of
the U niversity of WisconsinOshkosh. The exhibit continues
through May 6 . Purdo also is
represented in the River Falls
Fine Arts Jewelry and Metal
Invitational at the University of
W isconsin-W hitewater.
That
show continues through April 28.
Purdo, a juror at the Wolf
River Art League Mid-Winter Art
Show and a judge for the Van
dalism Prevention Committee
Poster Competition in Appleton,
was a panelist, with David La
P lantz
from
Kent
State
U niversity, on the topic of
“ Trends
in
Contem porary
Jewelry” at a recent presen
tation at the U niversity of
Wisconsin-Oshkosh.

Change in Education

Have a

RED DEVIL
and

S M IL E
Come See— You 11 Save
223 E. College Ave.
Appleton

Professor W illia m Rom ney,
chairman of the Department of
Geology and Geography at St.
Lawrence University, and author
of books on education, will lead a
workshop for students and
faculty on “ Innovation and
Change in Higher Education” at
Bjorklunden on May 12 and 13.
Persons wishing to attend should
contact Professor Palmquist or
Dean Lauter for further in
formation.
The books Romney has written
are used in education courses
here at Lawrence. He will be in
residence here for five days and
will
present
a
Science
Colloquium, lecture and lead
discussions in courses, guide
geology field grips and be
available for consultation with
individual students as well as
leading the workshop.

What the faculty’s up to
Goldgar and Taylor receive NEH funding
Bertrand A. Goldgar, professor
of English, and Daniel J. Taylor,
assistant professor of Classics
and acting vice president for
campus life, have been selected
for the National Endowment for
the Humanities 1978 Summer
Stipends Program.
G oldgar and Taylor were
among 230 persons from 175 in
stitutions throughout the country
who were selected for the 1978
program. The recipients were
chosen from among 1,611 ap
plicants,
and
Lawrence
University is the only Wisconsin
school with two recipients.
Goldgar will spend the summer
of 1978 in the second phase of
research on an edition of Henry
F ie ld in g ’ s “ C oven t- G arden
Journal” and related materials
for the Wesleyan Edition of the
works of Henry Fielding. The

found.
Taylor will use his grant to
support study of Book X of
Marcus V arros’ “ De Lingua
Latina,” a grammatical treatise
which figures prominently in the
history of linguistics. Taylor will
conduct
his
research
at
Lawrence and at the Newberry
Library in Chicago. His work will
culminate in a book entitled
“ Varro De Lingua Latina Liber

Acting VP Taylor

Prof. Goldgar
Wesleyan Edition of Fielding is
being published jo in tly by
Wesleyan University Press and
Clarendon Press, Oxford.
The Sum m er Stipend w ill
enable Goldgar to spend two
months in London, studying at
the British Library and the
University of London Library,
where the most nearly complete
files of the “ Covent-Garden
Journal” and other newspapers
necessary to his research can be

X : Text, T ranslation, and
Commentary.” This volume will
com plem ent T ay lor’s already
published “ A Study of the
Linguistic Theory of Marcus
Terentius Varro.”
Varro was one of ancient
Rome’s most prolific authors, but
little of his writing has survived.
His scholarly reputation is now
based almost exclusively on “ De
Lingua Latina.”
Taylor also has been selected to
chair the classics section at the
Kentucky Foreign Language
Conference at the University of
Kentucky in Lexington later this
month. He is also the only
A m erican represented in a
recently published collection of
essays by internationally known
scholars, printed in honor of
French classicist Jean Collart.
Essays for this text were solicited
from scholars on Varro.

Schutte: summer research at the Newberry
Anne
Schutte,
associate
professor of history, has received
a research grant from the
Newberry Library in Chicago for
two months of study this sum 
mer. Schutte will use the grant to
support the beginning of her
study of printed v ernacular
religious literature in Italy from
the 15th and 16th centuries.
Schutte’s book, “ Pier Paolo
Vergerio: The Making of an
Ita lia n
R e fo rm e r,”
was
published in late 1977 by Librairie
Droz in Geneva, Switzerland as
part
of
the
“ Travaux
d ’Humanisme et Renaissance”
series.

Vergerio was a 10th century
Italian lawyer who advanced to
the position of papal diplomat
and finally was made bishop of
his home town. However, he
became displeased with the
Catholic Church and was forced
to flee Italy. He went to Germany
and became an active force in the
Lutheran Church.
Schutte received the Frank S.
and Elizabeth D. Brewer Prize
from the American Society of
Church History for the book. The
award is made annually to the
best book-length manuscript in
church history.

France Team hits the big time
A ssistant Professor R achel
France recently received the
Ford Foundation Travel and
Research grant ($3,500) which
will underwrite the publication of
her anthology, entitled “ A
Century of Plays by American
W om en,” to be released in
September of this year. Mrs.
France also received a National
Endowment of Humanities grant.
This grant ($2,500) will enable
France to attend a seminar at
Columbia University, N.Y. en
titled “Stability and Change: The
E nlightenm ent
of
Western
Europe” .
Assistant Professor Richard

France’s play, “ The Image of
E lm o D oyle” was recently
selected to be included in “ The
Best Plays of 1979” , Stanley
Richards, editor.
“ The Im a g e ” presents a
“ permanent aspect of human
c o n d itio n .” The protagonist,
E lm o , is confronted by a
shyckster photographer, and the
story line deals w ith their
relationship.
France joins such noted
authors as Israel Horowitz and
Arthur Miller in having his play
entered in the “ The Best Plays of
1979.“

Prof Longley’s book: second time around
The second edition of “The
Politics
of
Broadcast
Regulation,” by Lawrence D.
Longley, associate professor of
government, and Erwin G.
Krasnow, senior vice president
and general counsel of the
National Association of Broad
casters, has been released by St.
Martin’s Press in New York.
The new edition contains ex
panded discussions of the roles of
all of the major participants in

the broadcast decision-making
process and reflects changes in
each participant’s strategy and
effectiveness. The book contains
a new section detailing how
Congress affected the making of
broadcast policy from 1970 to 1977
and also includes a new case
study on the extraordinary
growth of citizens’ band radio in
the mid 1970’s, “CB Radio: The
National Party Line Overwhelms
the Regulators.”
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GOINGS ON ABOUT C A M P U Í

Campus Notes
TONIGHT

5:00 p.m.—Lawrence International
Meeting, Green Room, Downer.
7:30 p.m.—Film, “Allegro Non Troppo,"
Y-161.
8:00 p.m.—Student Recital, Beth
Scholton, '78, Ellen Olson, '78, Harper
Hall.
SATURDAY

Mid-America Varsity Tennis Tour
nament, Whitewater.
WIC-WAC
Softball
Conference
Cham pionship Tournament,
Sheboygan.
Noon—Men's and Women’s Track vs.
Viking Relays, Whiting Field.
7:30 p.m.—Film, “Allegro Non Troppo,”
Y-161.
8:00 p.m.—Mortar Board and Lawrence
International Party, home of Gervais
Reed, 840 Atlantic.
8:30 p.m.—Worship, “Celebrate the
Eucharist," Sage Lounge.
8:30 p.m.—"Richard Davis Trio,"
Coffeehouse.
10:00 p.m.—Film, "Allegro Non Troppo,"
Y-161.
SUNDAY

Senior Art Show, Kathy Mitchell,
through May 6.
3:00 p.m.—Wisconsin Brass Quintet,
Harper Hall.
4:00 p.m.—Co-op Meeting, Riverview.
7:00 p.m.—SEC Meeting, Grill.
9:00 p.m.—Coffeehouse.
9:30 p.m.—Trever sandwich sale, Trever
Lounge.
MONDAY

4:15 p.m.—LUCC Meeting, Riverview.
7:00 p.m.—Student Recital, Harper Hall.
8:30 p.m.—Recital, Mary Myslis, '79,
Paul Schmaltz, '78, Harper Hall.
TUESDAY

900 p.m.—Films, Viking Room.
WEDNESDAY

8:00 p.m.—Lecture, Alan Schneider,
Stansbury.
8:00 p.m.—Recital, Black Symposium,
Harper Hall.
THURSDAY

7:30 p.m.—Recital, Chris Manuel, '79,
Dona Varider Schaaf, '79.
FRIDAY

2:50 p.m.—Lecture, Dr. Pertti Trivola, Y161.

Con- Notations
Tonight at 8 p.m. soprano Beth
Scholten and pianist Ellen Olson
will present a recital in Harper
Hall. Scholten will be singing
several songs by Purcell and
Brahms, “ Summertime” from
Gerschwin’s Porgy and Bess,
Marietta’s "L ied” from Korngold’s The Dead City, Rodgers &
Hammerstein’s " If I Loved You”
from Carousel, and Kern and
H am m erstein’s “ C a n ’t Help
Lovin’ Dat M an” from Showboat.
She will be accompanied by
Olson.
Olson
w ill
also
play
Beethoven’s Rondo in C, Opus 51,
S c h u m a n n ’ s B lu m e n s tu c k ,
Samuel Barber’s Nocturne, and
Debussy’s B roulliards
and
General Lavine Eccentric.
Sunday, April 30 at 3 p.m. the
Wisconsin Brass Quintet will
present a recital in Harper Hall.
The members of the quintet are
Jeff H oard,
tuba;
Nancy
Becknell, horn; and William
Richardson, trombone, all from
the faculty at UW-Madison;
Barry Hopper, trumpet, from
UW-Whitewater; and Lawrence
faculty member Scott Johnston,
trumpet.
The quintet will be playing J.S.
Bach’s Air Pour les Trompettes
and his Chorale Prelude. They
will also perform Corelli’s Sonata
da Chiesa, Opus 3, No. 7 and
R ichard
Rodney
B ennet’s
Commedia. To conclude their
program they will play Karel
H usa’s Concerto for Brass
Ouintet and Piano, with pianist
Arthur Becknell from UWMadison as the guest artist.
Monday May 1 at 7 p.m. there
will be a student recital in Harper
Hall. Ron Wirth, tuba; and Mary
Manual, piano; will perform
Jacob’s Tuba Suite, and pianist
Jean Brandt will play Two Songs
Without Words by Mendelssohn.
Kathy Ree, flute; and Barbara
Lee, piano; will perform the
Allegro movement of Reinecke’s
Undine Sonata, Opus 167; and
pianist Jim Thompson will play
Brahms’ Intermezzo in E, Opus
• 16, No. 4 and Capriccio in G,
Opus 116, No. 3 .
Bozza’s En Foret will be
performed by Nadine Karplus,
horn; and Vicki H andevidt,
piano; and Howland’s Saxophone

General
Announcements
Canadian Nationalism Discussed
on “Confabulation"

Perspectives
on
Canadian
nationalism today will be the discussion
topic on the Tuesday, May 2 "Con
fabulation" program on WLFM.
William Laatch, professor of
geography at the University of
Wisconsin-Green Bay, will speak with
"Confabulation" host Jonathan Entin
about “Canada: From Conquest to
Confederation to Crisis" at 9 p.m.
Award-Winning Director
in Clapp Lecture

Alan Schneider, the only director ever
to receive "Tony" and “Obie" awards in
the same year, will discuss "The Theater
in Transition” in the spring Gordon R.
Clapp Memorial Lecture at Lawrence
University Wednesday, May 3.
Schneider's 8 p.m. talk, which is part
of the Clapp Lectureship in American
Studies, will be presented in Stansbury
Theatre.
LU Jazz Ensemble Featured
in Entertainment a la Carte

The Lawrence University Jazz En
semble directed by Fred Sturm will
perform an evening concert Thursday,
May 4, as part of the Entertainment a la
Carte series at Lawrence University.
The program will begin at 9:30 p.m., a
change from the usual 12:30 p.m. En
tertainment a la Carte time. The En
semble will play in Riverview Lounge of
the Lawrence Memorial Union, and it's
concert is open to the public without
charge
Madison Biologist Speaks at LU

Hormone secretion in monkeys will be
the discussion topic of a Recent Ad
vances in Biology Lecture at Lawrence
University Friday, May 5, at 2:50 p.m.
Dr. Pertti Toivola of the University of
Wisconsin-Madison Primate Research
Center is the speaker. The lecture will
be held in Room 201 of Lawrence's
Youngchild Hall and is free and open to
the public.
Quartet No. 2 will be played by
Rick O’Neill, soprano sax; John
Stoner, alto sax; Doug Segal,
tenor sax; and Steve Liebschutz,
baritone sax.
Monday, May 1 at 8:30 p.m.
Mary Myslis, piano; and Paul
Schmalz, bass trombone; will
present a recital in Harper Hall.
Wednesday, May 3 at 8 p.m. in
Harper Hall, as part of Black
Symposium ’78, there will be a
recital of works by BlackAmerican composers and poets.
Performing Duke Ellington’s
(1899-1974) pieces “ Don’t Get
Around Much Anymore” , “ I Got
It Bad” , and “Satin Doll” will be
Mike
M innick,
trum pet,
flugelhom; Doug Segal, tenor
sax; Paul Schmalz, bass trom
bone, piano; Ann Kohlbeck, bass;
Bruce Wermuth, vocals, piano;
and John Goodman, percussion.
Pastorela for Violin and Piano by
William Grant Still (b. 1895) will
be played by violinist Jenny Lowe
and pianist Maria Kaiser.
Soprano Pam Frigo and pianist
Roy U nderhill will perform
Hermann Reutter’s song cycle
“ My Black Hands” , based on
poetry of Langston Hughes and
Arna Bontemps. P ianist Sue
Chandler will play “ His Song”
and “Juba Dance” from “ In the
Bottoms” by R. Nathaniel Dett
(1882-1943), and pianist Roy
Underhill will perform Engrams
by Arthur Cunningham (b. 1928).
Brass Quartet by Ulysses S.
Kay (b. 1917) will be performed
by trompeters Rob Cohen and
Rich Tanner; Bob Braun,
trombone; and Paul Schmalz,
bass trombone. Tenor Dorian
Gray Ross will sing several
spirituals,
including
H.T.
Burleigh’s arrangement of “Oh
By and By” , and Hall Johnson’s
arrangements of “There is a
Balm in Gilead” , “ E v’ry Time I
Feel the Sprit” , “ My Lord, What
a Mornin’ ” , and "Ride On, King
Jesus” .
Thursday, May 4 at 7:30 p.m. in
Harper Hall, Chris Manuel, horn;
and Dona Vander Schaaf,
clarinet; will present a recital.

Co-ed Softball

Anyone interested in forming a co-ed
softball team to put your skills against
the defending champions for the
Bateman Cup, one of Lawrence's
greatest honors, call ext. 330 and ask for
Ross, Louis, Winch, Gregg, etc. Six teams
are needed and play begins next week.
Major Graduate Fellowships

Members of the Class of 1979 who
will be applying for Major Fellowships
(e.g. Danforth, Fulbright, Marshall,
Rhodes and Watson) should begin
making plans this spring. Classes begin
at Lawrence relatively late in the fall
and the deadline for the Major
Fellowships is usually early, sometimes
as early as October 1.
Students interested in discussing the
major fellowships should see Professor
Waring for the Danforth, Professor
Chaney for the Rhodes and Dean Lauter
for the Fulbright Marshall and Watson.
Term II Scuba Diving Class

Last check-out dives will be 13 and 14
May. Those needing a ride, contact John
Traylor ext. 323, van driver.
Special Showing of
Bergman's “Magic Flute”

In cooperation with the Lawrence
University Humanities series, The
Viking Theatre is sponsoring a special
showing of Ingmar Bergman's film of
Mozart's opera "The Magic Flute." The
special film will be shown one time only,
Saturday, May 6, at 1:30 p.m.

"Together With Steven Sondheim"

The LU Dinner Theatre will present a
musical revue, "Together with Steven
Sondheim," in Colman Dining Room on
Monday, May 1. Dinner is at 5:15, the
show at 6:15 Tickets are free and
required for dinner and-or the show.
Get your tickets from the Box Office or
any one of your friendly dinner
checkers. Dinner is $220 for non
students.
Women's Poetry Journal

The Lawrence University Women’s
Poetry Journal encourages all members
of the Lawrence Community to con
tribute poetry, short prose, and line
drawings for the May, 1978 publication.
Contact Marcia Jaffe, 309 Trever, ext.
317; Anne Rieselbach, 219 Plantz, ext.
304 or Lea Sitton, 305 Trever, ext. 316.
Deadline May 1.
WLFM Broadcasts Choral
CSO Concert

Chicago Symphony Chorus director
Margaret Hillis will be the featured
conductor on this week's Chicago
Symphony Orchestra broadcast on
WLFM.
The concert, which will be broadcast
at 9 p.m. Sunday, April 30, will feature
the Chicago Symphony Chorus and
Orchestra in performances of Handel's
“Dixit Dominus" and Roberto Gerhard's
contata, "The Plaque,"
Journalistic Interests?

Organ Recital Aired on WLFM
Lee Ester, Director of Public
The Saturday, April 29, broadcast of
Relations, will give an informational talk
the weekly "Auditorium Organ"
on facets of newspaper writing in The
program on WLFM, will include
Lawrentian office (M.H. basement),
Couperin’s Chaconne in G Minor, Two Tuesday, May 2 at 4:30. The talk is open
Pieces for Organ by Honegger, and
to anyone interested in journalistic
Franck’s Chorale No. 2 in B Minor. The writing and recommended for all
music will be performed by organist
Lawrentian staff.
John Obetz.
--------------------------------------------------
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Personals
Sweet heArt,
Without arms,
Without violence,
Without hate . ..
We love you.
TO L AND L: What do Christmas trees
and nice girls have in common? —the
Point.
DEAR BRUCIE—Same to you, Sandy.
TO MR. FOOD—(alias Mr. Fortune or
vice versa): I think you're doing okay so
hang in there and don't let the bad vibes
get to you. The ones who complain all
the time may, in part, be the type that
even ‘‘mom's" cooking couldn't calm.
Yes Bill, I sign myself a satisfied student.
Maybe rare but very real.
TERRY (by night) DUNN and Noelle
Page: (the two gorgeous, slightly
screwed up celebrities residing at
Trever Hall)—have a good weekend!
Love and kisses from your secret ad
mirer and your guardian angel. (Guess
who’s who.)
IF YOUR CAMPUS organization
hasn't yet received a tech sheet for
CELEBRATE contact Nancy Pease ext
379. Please return your sheets im
mediately to Rabbi, 202 Ormsby.
COME SEE DOUBLE CROSS at Crisis
Cross (Abbott and Costello), Incredible
Jewel Robbery (Marx Brothers),
Railroad Stowaways (Old Time
Comedy), Great Chase (W.C. Fields),
and Moby Duck (Daffy DuckTechnicolor), in the Viking Room on May
2 at 9, 10 and 11 o'clock.

Happy Birthday, Ellen!

Final Exam Schedule
Monday, June 5
Tuesday, June 6
Wednesday, June 7
Thursday, June 8

Exam Time
8:30 a.m.
1:30p.m.
8:30a.m.
1:30 p.m.
8:30a.m.
1:30p.m.
8:30 a.m.
1:30p.m.

Kohler invites you:
“do the avenue”

Class Time
9:50 MWF
8:30 MWF
1:30 MWF
8:00 TT
11:10 MWF
10:00 TT
2:50 MWF
12:30 TT

New counselors announced
The 1978-79 Counselor Selection Zoerb. ALTERNATES Elizabeth Austin,
Committee and Office of Campus Life Ellen Cordes, Laurie Dantoin, Amy Lind,
are pleased to announce next year's Anne Marie Lorusso, Christine Manuel.
counselors. Congratulations! Out of 36
MEN. Frank Bouressa, Peter Caldwell,
men, 20 were chosen; and out of 34 Robert Cohen, Willian Drennan, Kevin
women applicants, 22 were chosen.
Fritsche, Nelson Gencheff, Peter
WOMEN. Jennifer Abraham, Avis Hedberg, Jeffrey Heimerman. Michael
Armfield, Cindy Arneson, LinaBeth Ladevich, Mike Martino (Head
Barber, Margaret Bardgett, Susan Counselor), Dan McGehee, Milton
Choate, Lisa Coffey (Head Counselor), Robert Neuman, Robert Perille, David
Sue Dresser, Julie Dyer, Sheri Ponschok, Robert Stevens, Mark
Greenberger, Judy Ingersoll, Sharon Svendsen, Bryan Torcivia, Robert
Lutze, Karen McGarvie, Susan McGrath, Trettin (Head Counselor), David Wide,
Ruth Oh, Jean Rehberg, Jayne Rohlke Eric Young ALTERNATES. Michael
(Head Counselor), Susan Schultz, Fogel, Rusty Ingraham, Kirby Nelson,
Deborah Sycamore, Joan Trueheart Marcos Ramos, Daniel Stifter, Tom
(Head Counselor), Robin Valdez, Karen Watson.

Campus Lifelines
Attention juniors! Plan ahead.
Attend the junior class meeting
on Tuesday, May 2nd from 7:008:30 p.m. in Riverview Lounge.
Learn about the ’79 Resume
Book, grad schools, career
sym posium , and next y e a r’s
career workshops. Do it.
Thanks to Todd M ahr’s ex
pertise and some extra funding
from the Alumni Office, next
fall’s Zoo Book will be bigger and
better than ever before. By
saving less than a penny a day,
you can find out who’s new to
Larry U.
If you want to reserve a room in
the Union, call extension 543
between 1:00 and 5:00 p.m. any
weekday.
Take a good look at those new
Advance Ticket Order Forms.
They represent an effort to allow
Lawrentians first crack at tickets
from on-campus events. Use the
ATOF now for Matrix; orders
accepted May 1 through 15.
Hope you’ve been enjoying

.For the fittest service in stereo or TV, call

PROORESSIUC ELECTRONICS
731-0079, 105 S. Buchanon, A ppleton

Entertainment a la Carte. The
performances have been superb.
Vandalism helps no one but
hurts everyone. Vandalism costs,
and we all pay. Vandalism is
senseless.
A few words concerning
solicitation in the residence halls.
Essentially, .we have developed
our informal solicitation policy to
discourage most solicitation. As
the halls are private property and
function was your “home” on
cam pus, all solicitation is
prohibited unless permission is
granted by Bruce Colwell, Acting
Associate Dean for Residential
Life.
Perm ission is occasionally
granted if the solicitation will

Due to the success (and profit)
of last term ’s Kohler Party, the
infamous “ Tower” will once
again entertain the cam pus.
Tower residents cordially invite
you to participate in Lawrence’s
most beloved pastime, “doing the
avenue.” The Kohler Avenue will
open at 9 p.m. May 5th. Each
floor will depict one of College
Avenue’s many beloved bars;
some of your favorites will surely
be included.
For the mere pittance of $1.50
per person, or $2.00 per couple,
any number of “ bars” can be
visited. The admission price will
include drink tickets for these
various “ bars” as well as all the
beer you can drink at “the
Union.” Additional drink tickets
will be available: 35c each or
three for $1. Music will be
provided on each floor.
So “do the avenue” and visit
J im ’s Place, Cleo’s, D B’s and the
Union under one roof on May
5th—courtesy of the Tower.

provide a beneficial service to
students. If that is the case, it is
limited to hall lounge areas.
If you are ever contacted (by
phone, mail or in person) by a
solicitor, please explain the
policy and refer them to the
Residential Life Office. If
possible, get the name of the
person and-or com pany and
simply notify our office so that we
can check on compliance to the
policy. Your cooperation will
enable our policy to protect your
privacy. Thank you.
To reserve space in the Union,
please pick up a form from
Wilson House between 1-5 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
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Lawrence track team finishes third
by Kevin Retelle
The LU track teams competed
in three meets this past week.
The women’s team had two home
meets, one on Friday against
Carroll and Carthage and a
Monday meet with Ripon. The
men traveled to De Pere for the
St. Norbert Invitational, com
peting against four other schools.
In the women’s triangular,
although Lawrence ended up on
the short end of the score, there
were several fine performances.
Senior Mary Reed broke the
varsity high jum p record with a
jum p of 5 feet. Lisa Hollensteiner
continued her dominance in the
• 440 as she set a new varsity and
Whiting Field record with her
time of 64.5. In the mile run Anne
Hathaway ran a personal best to
win in 5:44.4. The mile relay team
also ran well, placing second in
4:27.8.
On Monday the women’s team
had its revenge on Ripon, win
ning by a 77-55 margin. The
women had two triple winners in
Sue
Schneider
and
Lisa
H o lle n s te in e r .
S c h n e id e r,
returning to competition after an
injury last week, won the mile,
880 and two mile, breaking
records in two of the three events.
Her time of 5:30.5 in the mile
broke the varsity and Whiting
Field records. In the 880
Schneider ran 2:37.4 to eclipse

This Saturday the Viking track
her own Whiting Field record.
Hollensteiner took firsts in the teams will host the Viking Relays
long jum p, 440 and 220 as well as beginning at 12:00 at Whiting
running on the winning mile relay Field. Competing will be eight
team. Mary Reed was a double men’s teams and three women’s
winner in the high jum p and 100 teams. Sue Davies has promised
yd. dash. In the javelin Vicki us a bright sunny day and fans
Corbeil’s throw of 89’4l2” was are encouraged to attend to
good for first place and a new watch the Viking track men and
varsity record. Also placing first women perform amazing feats.
was the mile relay team of
Hollensteiner, Sue Davies, Beth
Ann Bonner and Anne Hathaway
with a time of 4:33.4.
by C. Root and
The men’s team was limited in
E. Cicotte
numbers this week as there were
Last weekend the Viking tennis
no entries from LU in the 100, 220,
440, long jum p or pole vault. team, internally divisive while
Nevertheless the Vikes showed displaying little talent, played
that it is quality that counts as host to eight other teams in the
13th A nnual Lawrence In 
they won five of the events.
v itational. The liberal artsHighlights of these wins were Jim
Miller’s 14:29.8 victory in the oriented Vikings displayed a
three mile run, his best time so working knowledge of Emily Post
far this year, and Joe Socha’s and, being congenial hosts, lost
jum p of 43’5'.»” as he won the politely. Their overall p er
formance caused captain Tom
triple jum p, also his best so far.
Walker (or “ scum of the earth,”
Ron Wopat won his usual double,
as
these
reporters
have
the shot put and discus, and
placed third in the javelin. Bob overheard the ballplayers call
him) to remark: “ I should have
Eddy again won his specialty, the
stayed
in the gutter this mor
high jum p, at 6’2” . After many
mistakes and much confusion on ning.” Walker lost his first round
the part of the St. Norbert staff match, and lost to his old nemesis
from MATC in his consolation
the final score of the meet was
match.
tailed: Michigan Tech. 103; St.
Sophomore Cron Mueller, not
Norbert’s 52; LU 45; Ripon 35;
to
be outdone by his captain and
and Carroll 34.

Tennis team tumbles once again

mgcrs

KISS . . .
by Adolf Spike
Great m om ents in sports
history seldom go unnoticed or
unremembered. For example,
the true sports fan will always
marvel at Reggie K lam m er’s
incredible downhill in the ’76
winter Olympic Games, or Franz
Jackson’s three home runs in the
final game of the ’77 World
Series, or the 17-0 perfect season
of Dan Shula and the Miami
Falcons in ’74. In the same way,
Wisconsin Rugby fans will point
to the second half of the Beaver
Dam game last weekend as one of
the greatest com ebacks in
modern history.
Down 14-0 at half, Appleton
stormed from behind to crush
Dodge County in the second
stanza, and hand them their first
tie of the season, 20-20.
Our ruggers could have easily
won had “ Zane” Fero flexed his
right bicep on an extra point
attempt late in the game. In
stead, Fero benchpressed the ball
off to the right of the posts, and in
his frustration vowed that he
would do ten extra sets of right
arm curls this coming week.
From the start, Appleton
sensed that destiny aw aited
them. This is why their sloppy
passing, poor tackling, and 14-0
deficit in the first half did not
seem to phase them in the least.
However, a syndicated sports
columnist sitting next to me in
the packed Milwaukee County
Stadium stands was crying, “ Fix,
fix, fix . . . ! ” , throughout the
in itia l
period,
and
even
threatened to headline his story
Appleton Shaves Points.
Our ruggers caught a buzz in
the ensuing half (first floor
Trever expression) and began to
dominate play. Steve Jensen
thrilled the fans as he burst
upfield following a scrum and
out-maneuvered all B.D. players,
and even several baseballs that
kept bouncing onto the “ pitch”
(rugby term for field), en route to
a 53 yard gallop.
Kevin “ Zoa” Fritsche gained
the limelight next with an in
credible sprint of 91 yards for a
try. Kevin just ran by everyone.
When asked how he did it, “ Zoa”
replied: “They were going to hurt
me if they caught m e !”
Not to be outdone by the backs,
the forwards gained a try of their

Lawreiftiaif
Sports
erstwhile hero, (Walker) played
miserably as he dropped his first
match to a paraplegic from
Ripon. Mueller topped off this
feat by losing to a corpse from St.
Norbert’s. Mueller claimed that
his loss was due to the distrac
tions caused by the beautiful
women that toweled him off
between games. Senior Gary
Robelen followed suit, losing his
two m atches with a la rm in g
haste. Robelen was last seen
walking toward the Fox River,
m uttering som ething about
lacrosse.
Greg Leslie, playing number
four singles, lost his first match
and appeared to be bothered by
Appleton
weather.
As
he
remarked to these journalists
after the m atch :, “ It no like this in
jungle.” Greg rebounded to win
his next two matches and win the
consolation, grabbing a vital twothirds of a point for his team in
doing so.
The bright spots for the team
cam e from two youngsters:
Danny Bern and Ronnie Lam 
berton, an admitted Phi Delt.
Bern won his first two matches
and made it to the finals, before
bowing to a voice major from
Ripon, 7-5, 6-3. For his effort,
Bern received a pewter keychain.
Way to bring home the hardware

Danny! “ Crusher” Lamberton
won his first match, but was
upset by a young upstart form
Carthage, eliminating him from
the tournament. Lamberton later
made up for his play by crushing
a beer can in his bare hands. Two
girls were reportedly duly im 
pressed.
On Saturday, the Vikes came
out w reaking vengeance in
doubles, and the results were
slightly worse than those on
Friday. Walker and Robelen,
known throughout the Wisconsin
tennis circuit as the “dink duo,”
lost a consolation m a tc h —to
Beloit. Even these malicious
reporters cannot bear to salt
these pathetic, miserable little
wounds. The doubles team of
Mueller and Lamberton faired
well in the first round with a 6-4,
6-3 win, but found themselves out
of things with a three set loss in
round two.
Bern and Leslie lost in the
consolation finals, despite the
other team ’s having forgotten
their rackets.
This weekend the Vikings are
expected to be outclassed once
again, as they travel to the eightteam mid-American Invitational
in W hitew ater. Students are
advised not to ask the players
how they did when they return.

Ripon downs Lacrosse team

SPAG HETT I
own. Several glory-seeking
forwards pounced on a loose ball
in the endzone along with many
B.D. players. The referee, who
was unable to see through the
mass of humanity, blew his
whistle and awarded a try for
Appleton after being intimidated
by several of our ruggers. I
believe that the ref was a second
cousin of the man who officiated
the Oakland-Denver C h a m 
pionship Football gam e this
winter. Unfortunately, as is often
the case, no one on Appleton
could say who scored, and some
of the scrum m ies wondered
whether a try had been made at
all.
“ Zane” Fero got- into the
scoring onslaught with the
“ Panzer Tank Move,” This move
requires little finesse as the ball
is advanced forward with grunts
and groans and shouts of “ Nein! ”
to ensuing tacklers. F e ro ’s
steam roller plow for a try
brought cheers from the G.I.s in
the stands and also moved Ap
pleton into a tie for the lead at 2020.
The game ended in a tie, and
each Appleton rugger bent over
and kissed one another on the
buttocks, as is the custom in
Rugby after playing to a
deadlock.
The B-Bombers had a helluva
time defeating Beaver Dam-s Bside, 12-0. The match was a blow
out as the likes of Powers,
Schuester,
P erlstein,
and
M arquardt
team ed
up
to
bewilder and bedazzle B.D. all
day long.
Sunday’s game with Oshkosh
will live on in infamy as Hospital

—Photo by Dan Mcfìeehee

Day. “ R uby” DiFulvio, Derk
Dinkeloo, and “ Zoa” Fritsche all
suffered mishaps ranging from
broken ribs to hyper-extended
knees. Oshkosh by gosh played a
cheap and late-hitting brand of
“dirt ball” rugby. Rumor had it
that each player was a devoted
member of the George Atkinson
School of Tackling.
The fierce wind kept scoring to
a m inim um . “Gates” Perlstein
had several opportunities to win
it for Appleton but his strong
boots were blown aside by the
annoying breeze of the lake. Dan
“ Split
L ip ”
Powers
and
“ Maniac” scored once each as
the game ended in the too
familiar ass-kissing ceremony by
a score of 8-8 .
The SPIKE STUD OF THE
W EEK AWARD is given in O r
form of a barbell to “ Zane” Fero.
The
recently
engaged
Whitewater WI. native scored
one try and two extra point kicks
in last Saturday’s game. I caught
" Z a n e ” in between m ilita ry
presses this week and got the
following remarks from the big
guy: “Winning this award is . . .
ah . . . nice. I ’m still waiting for
the Larry Universe contest so as I
can defend my title, ya know.”
This week is the highlight of the
Appleton Rugby season. Our
ruggers travel to Green Bay to
defend the prestigious Claude
Allouez Championship that they
won last year. Five games will be
played in two days, three on
Saturday and two championship
contests on Sunday. Appleton is
seeded first going into the 8-team
tourney, although our ruggers
could be hampered by injuries
and relative inexperience.

by Harvey Schlack
The Lawrence U niversity
Lacrosse team dropped their
opening game Wednesday af
ternoon to the Ripon Redmen by
a narrow decision of 16-1. The
game was never really in doubt
as Ripon scored in the opening
moments . . . in the closing
moments . . . and most of the time
in between. The Vikes did
however manage to hold the
Redmen scoreless during the
halftime intermission.
•
Although the game was a one
sided affair, the overflow I.P.C.
field crowd throughly enjoyed the
contest as Merrick “ Do we have a
game today?” Wells did his
im personation of a lacrosse
player.
Brent “ & !!? m an! just & !!? ”
Erensel returned from his two
week tour of the Bahamas just in
time to pick up five penalties in
just the first twenty minutes of
play. Soon afterwards the referee
requested Erensel to leave the
field for the remainder of the
game, Erensel stormed off the
field and was soon seen riding off
into the sunset.
While the Vikes were playing
much of the first half short
handed the Rippin’ Good Cookies
were racking up goals. Nine of
them to be exact and stormed to a
9-0 halftime lead.
The Vikes took the field in the
second half determined to score
a goal. It took more than fifteen
minutes of play, but early in the
fourth q uarter the V ikings
averted a shutout. Freshm an
phenomenonTim O’Brien, with the

assist of a bone crunching block
from Ted “ I ’m gonna quit
sm o k in g ,” Fisher, slam m ed
home the first LU goal of the
season. The crowd went wild, but
not because of O ’Brien’s spec
tacular goal, but because team
captain Erensel had returned
with a quarter barrel.
Following the game, rumors
were heard that O'Brien, the
team ’s only legitimate superstar,
was hinting that he plans to play
out his option this season and sign
a multi million dollar contract
with another club for next season.
Although the Vikes allowed 16
goals Wednesday afternoon,
Doug “ My mask is my face”
Grover did an admirable job in
his initial performance in the LU
net by stopping a barrage of
Redmen shots. Grover was hit
hard throughout the match and
seemed a bit confused following
the game. The netminder com
mented, “ It wasn’t so bad we
only lost by two touchdowns and a
field goal.”
There were mixed opinions
following the game. Bill Pierce
observed that “ it was all the
Ref’s fault if it wasn’t for him we
would of won.” Star attacker
David Lowe added, “ Bill is right
it was all the ref’s fault.” Pierce
went on to say that “ We’ll do a lot
better Saturday, we were just
nervous today, and the ex
perience we gained today will
help.” Lowe added “ Bill is right,
we’ll do a lot better Saturday.”
The Vikes will have to do a lot
better for they face the same
Redmen tomorrow afternoon in
downtown Ripon.

Fan appreciation day tomorrow
Tomorrow is “ Fan Appreciation Day” for the Lawrence
rooters. The Lawrence baseball team will play an inter-squad
game at Whiting Field at 12:00 p.m. It will be a doubleheader
and in between games a home-run hitting contest for the fans
will be held. For a small donation any fan will be able to take
swings at three pitched balls. Prizes will be awarded for the best
hitting supporters that participate in the contest. An
autographed ball, a retired mitt, and Appleton Foxes season
tickets are among the prizes. So join the “ Diamond Vikes”
tomorrow. Just remember, “ You can’t beat fun at the old
ballpark!”

